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a b s t r a c t

The optimization of the free parameters in the lattice structure of linear phase perfect
reconstruction filter bank (LPPRFB) is commonly highly nonlinear, therefore the free
parameters should be carefully initialized. Such methods have been published for
constrained-length LPPRFB (CLLPPRFB), i.e. LPPRFB with filter length MK, where M is
the decimation factor and K is an integer. In contrast to CLLPPRFB, arbitrary-length LPPRFB
(ALLPPRFB) [i.e. LPPRFB with filter length MKþβ, where β is an integer between 0 and M]
provides more choices of filter banks, offering better trade-off between filter length and
filter performance. Nevertheless, as far as we know there is no systematic study on
initializing the free parameters in the lattice structure of ALLPPRFB, and the required
method cannot be easily generalized from those for CLLPPRFB. To address this issue, an
initialization method will be described in this paper that initializes a longer ALLPPRFB by a
shorter one, and the length difference between the longer and the shorter filter banks can
be any number allowed by an ALLPPRFB system. The efficiency of the proposed method
will be shown by design examples and image compression experiments.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

An important type of filter bank is linear phase perfect
reconstruction filter bank (LPPRFB). One can efficiently
construct LPPRFB by lattice structure [1–16], which yields
filter bank with free parameters. Optimization of the free
parameters will produce more practical filter bank. Since
the optimization is generally highly nonlinear, the free
parameters should be carefully initialized.

The initialization can be carried out by setting the
initial filter bank (the filter bank associated with the initial
values of the free parameters) to be a practical filter bank.
For the design examples in [7], Gan et al. set the initial
filter bank to be Walsh–Hadamard Transform (WHT) filter
bank. A formal initialization was proposed by Liang et al.
[9], which set the initial filter bank to be DCT filter bank.
Muramatsu et al. [14,16] described an initialization, which
set the initial filter bank with filter length MK to be a
practical filter bank with filter length MðK�2Þ, where M is
the decimation factor and K is an integer. The three results
all followed the way that initialized a higher-order filter
bank by a lower-order one; and the lower-order filter bank
was restricted with order of zero [7,9], or the order
difference (called increasing order) between the higher
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order and the lower order was limited to be even integer
[14,16]. In 2014, we [17] presented an initialization also
following the way that initializes a higher-order filter bank
by a lower-order one, yet the order of the lower-order
filter bank can be any integer allowed by an LPPRFB
system, instead of zero only. Besides, the increasing order
can be any allowed integer in an LPPRFB system, rather
than even integer only.

Notice that the above-mentioned initializations are all
used for constrained-length LPPRFB (CLLPPRFB), i.e. LPPRFB
with filter length MK, where M is the decimation factor as
mentioned before and K is an integer. Another type of
LPPRFB is arbitrary-length LPPRFB (ALLPPRFB), i.e. LPPRFB
with filter length MKþβ, where β is an integer between 0
and M. Compared with CLLPPRFB, ALLPPRFB supplies more
choices of filter banks and provides better trade-off
between filter length and filter performance. However,
systematic methods have not been published to initialize
the free parameters in the lattice structure of ALLPPRFB, and
cannot be easily generalized from those for CLLPPRFB.

In this paper, a method will be proposed to initialize the
free parameters in the lattice structure of ALLPPRFB. The
method is carried out by initializing a longer ALLPPRFB to
be a shorter one, and the length difference (called increasing
length) between the longer and the shorter filter banks can be
any allowed number in an ALLPPRFB system. Design examples
and image compression experiments show that the filter
banks produced by the proposed method are comparative
or even better compared with published ones.

Notations: The symbols I, J, and 0 are reserved for
identity matrix, exchange matrix, and null matrix respec-
tively, and the subscripts will be given if necessary. The
symbol m¼ ⌊M=2c and b¼ ⌊β=2c, where ⌊xc denotes the
floor of the real number x. Besides,
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2. Preliminaries

To construct an M-channel filter bank with each filter of
length MKþβ, lattice structure represents its polyphase
matrices as the product of building blocks. The polyphase
matrices include analysis polyphase matrix EðzÞ and
synthesis polyphase matrix RðzÞ, and the latter can be
denoted by the former therefore only the former (i.e. EðzÞ)
is considered in this paper. The analysis polyphase
matrix is defined as EðzÞ ¼ ðEi;lðzÞ; i; l¼ 0;…;M�1Þ with
Ei;lðzÞ ¼∑K0 �1

k ¼ 0 hiðMkþ lÞz�k, where hi(n) is the filter coeffi-
cient of the analysis filter HiðzÞ ¼∑KMþβ�1

n ¼ 0 hiðnÞz�n. Here
K0 ¼ K for loβ and K0 ¼ Kþ1 for lZβ, and K�1 is the
order of the system. The system becomes an ALLPPRFB if
the polyphase matrices provide linear phase and perfect
reconstruction properties, and can be designed as follows
[5,15].

If M is even, then β must be even [15] and we have

EðzÞ ¼GK�1ðzÞGK�2ðzÞ⋯G1ðzÞE0ðzÞ ð1Þ

where
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The free invertible matrices Vi, U0, and N0 have sizes m, m,
and b respectively.

If M is odd and β is even, then K must be odd [15] and
we get

EðzÞ ¼GðK�1Þ=2ðzÞGðK�3Þ=2ðzÞ⋯G1ðzÞE0ðzÞ ð4Þ
where

Gk zð Þ ¼ 1
4 diag Uk; Imð ÞWM diag Imþ1; z�1Im
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The free invertible matrices Ui, Vi, and N0 are in size mþ1,
m, and b, respectively.

If M is odd and β is odd, then K must be even [15] and
one can obtain

EðzÞ ¼GðK�2Þ=2ðzÞGðK�4Þ=2ðzÞ⋯G1ðzÞE0ðzÞ ð7Þ
where
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